
CLUB: Muriwai Volunteer Lifeguard
Service Emergency Call-Out Squad
SURF LIFEGUARDS: Glenn Gowthorpe,
Shea O’Neill & Neil Reid

Shortly before 4pm on October 8th 2020, the

Muriwai ECOS received notification that a

distressed surfer was washed up on the rocks

near Sugar Loaf Island between Muriwai and

Maukatia (Māori) Bay.

 

ECOS Coordinator, Glenn Gowthorpe and

volunteer Surf Lifeguard, Shea O’Neill,

responded with fins, tubes, helmets and

wetsuits in-hand, while fellow squad member,

Neil Reid, positioned himself on the Gannet

Colony lookout platform above the rescue scene

and established radio contact with the NZ Police

Eagle Helicopter hovering above.

 

A 2½ meter swell “smashed” the rocks in front

of the surfer, who’d managed to shimmy his

way up the cliff edge and out of immediate

danger. 

 

Glenn and Shea jumped into the water and

swam their way out to the stranded patient.

They assessed the surfer on arrival and

reassured him that they’d would get him off the

rocks as quickly as possible. 

The patient was cold and reluctant to re-enter

the raging surf. Glenn and Shea discussed their

options, factoring in swell and rip conditions,

and decided to give the patient Shae's

rescue tube and fins for a swim exit

through the cave to Māori Bay with Glenn,

while Shae would paddle the patient's

surfboard and provide floatation assistance

if required.

Glenn briefed the patient and then timed

the jump into the surf so that the next set

would help with the swim into the Māori

Bay cave.

Once inside the cave, the washing-machine

action of the water, coupled with periods of

total darkness, caused the patient to cling

desperately to both his rescue tube and the

lifeguards, while powerful swells pushed

them back and forth.

Through great effort, the trio eventually

made headway toward the cave exit before

a final large wave bowled them up over the

rocky beach at the cave mouth at Māori

Bay.

Relieved that that they were now on land,

Shae checked the patient again before

reuniting him with his surfboard. The trio

then climbed up the hill to the carpark,

where a large crowd had gathered. A few

cheers rang out as the onlookers praised

the efforts of the Surf Lifeguards in such

difficult conditions.
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